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Preface 
 

This month the cover shows a K Division asset in 1953 approximately.  Can you name it? (See page 18) Within 
this month’s offering, you will see other vintage photos from this era and older.  We cannot lose sight of the 
fact that the Edmonton Veterans’ Association is 70 years old this month.  Seven decades is a long time in 
anyone’s books!  The Province of Alberta itself, in comparison, is not much older. 
 

Last Month’s Cover 
  
Last month’s cover was a special one of remembrance.  The buffalo coat worn 
by Rick Miller for the photo was the relevant piece as you will see in this months 
older photo’s.  If you or your parent wore the old buffalo coat as a piece of kit, 
write me at VetsNews@Shaw.ca and let me know the details you recall. 
 

 
 

Presidents 
Corner 

 
As the year 2018 is coming to a close, I am 

reflecting on the accomplishments we have made 
this year helping others.  With that in mind, our 
Executive and Committee Members have volunteered 
many hours to bring important and educational 

knowledge forward to the benefit of all in our 
membership.  
  
I would have trouble prioritizing which is the front 
runner of many programs we have undertaken,  

However, everything we have accomplished has been 
with much thought and co-operation from the entire 

Executive, its Committee members, and our Membership 
at large.   Thank you to everyone for all the great ideas, 

volunteer time and enduring support you’ve all given in this past year! 
 
Each person on the Executive and its Committees has taken on tasks 
ensuring that what is being planned and designed is done to help the 
“larger RCMP family” we all hear about (members, employees and its 
Veterans).  As you see in the Executive group photograph below, there are many people donating their 
personal time along with members of the various committees who work very hard behind the scenes. 
 
We have all been the recipients and beneficiaries of valuable information on a wide variety of topics 
presented each month by really great guest speakers.  Some of this valuable information has been shared in 
our Division Newsletter.   
 
Each month, members of the Social Committee plan a specific table decor and shop for the nights door prizes.  
With themes relevant to the time of year and the special event, their setting the monthly mood proves 

 

 
Jerry Plastow 
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particularly interesting.  The Committee members are always delivering something wonderfully different each 
month.   
 
Theme dress, like the wild Halloween costumes, or Ugliest 
Christmas sweater contest, has made for some really great 
and fun times.  You can feel the energy in the room with all 
the chatter and laughter going on!  What could be better 
than meeting old friends to catch up and meeting new 
friends while enjoying a fabulous meal and refreshments?   

 
The Boost program, in its 
third ( 3rd ) year, has been 
very well received and appreciated.  The success of this program is dependent 
on us knowing about anyone going through a rough spot, having surgery, or has 
experienced a loss in their family. 
 
No matter where you are located, a quick note, phone call, or e-mail to BOOST 
is all that is needed to enable an uplift, a “Boost”, to that person,  so please let 
us know if you know of someone we can offer  some support to from our Vets 
when such times exist. 
 
We have a very dedicated member whose 
passion is looking for unmarked graves and 

making arrangements for a celebration of life, and a proper headstone 
installed.   This involves many volunteer hours, and is an ongoing task.  
Thank you, Joe Collinson for your unwavering dedication to this project.   
 
Several other members have worked hard and dedicated many volunteer 
hours towards the completion of the proposal and ground work for a 
columbarium to be installed in the RCMP Cemetery located in the City of 
Ft. Saskatchewan Cemetery.   Thank you to all whom worked so hard and 
never gave up on this project.   
 

Another 
initiative about 
to be piloted involves Valour Place.  All retired and 
serving RCMP and retired and serving military from 
out of town, may stay at Valour Place when in need 
of medical treatment.   Much of the time, this facility 
is at 85%-90% capacity.   
 

To offer another service to our Veterans and our RCMP family, we are soon to provide a supper meal to all 
staying at the facility on Dec. 12, 2018.  RCMP Veteran Bob Bedford has volunteered to do the cooking and 
others have volunteered to help out.  If all goes well with this first supper, we hope to continue with this 
program.   
 
Our Division Newsletter is read by many across the country and around the world.  There have been many 
positive reviews and compliments for the Editor of this publication.  Editor Bob Stewart dedicates countless 

 

 
Elaine Schnepf 

 
Joe Collinson 
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hours to bring a full recap of our events and involvement with the RCMP community.  He welcomes your 
stories and historical accounts, so please forward them to him.  Many thanks Bob for your total commitment 
in producing such an interesting and informative newsletter.   
 

The National Executive has adapted a minimum term of 3 years for all Executive 
positions.  Therefore, our Division will hold elections in November, 2019.  We will 
be accepting nominations for all positions at that time as per the National Executive 
protocol.  
 
It’s hard to believe I have held the position of President of our Division for 5 years 
as others must feel the same way about theirs.  There has been much knowledge 
gained by so many of us and we have completed several projects and provided 
much beneficial information over these 5 years.   
 
Our Division membership has grown with many new members joining over the last 
few years.  Thanks to everyone in welcoming our new members.  We hope some of 
you will eventually pick up the torch to continue this Divisions success.   

 
I would like to thank each member of the Executive and the Committee members for the 
guidance and support given over the last year to make this year, and the last 5 years, a 
success in all of our endeavour’s. 
 
From myself, the entire Executive, and all our Committee members, we wish you all a very 
“Merry Christmas” and a safe, happy, and healthy new year.  “Happy New Year”!   
 
We’ll see you in January 2019 back at Woodvale with our tales from Christmas!   

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Commanding Officer’s Comments 
 

Hello everyone,  
 
It’s great to be back in Alberta again! 
 
After two quick and rewarding years in “F” Division, I’m excited 
to return to the province where I spent most of my career and to 
work alongside many amazing employees.  
 

 
Presidents Medallion 

 

 
Curtis Zablocki 
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I’ve spent most of my career in Alberta, so this appointment is truly a homecoming for me and my 
family.  I am profoundly honoured to serve as the new Commanding Officer of “K” Division RCMP.  
 
For 26 years, I’ve seen the incredible professionalism, patience and dedication to duty members 
demonstrate day-in and day-out to keep Albertans safe.  As I begin a new chapter in my career, I look 
to the veterans of our force as a guiding light in order for me to exemplify some of the many principles 
you represent – integrity, commitment, accountability and teamwork. I am especially appreciative of 
all the veterans who have given of their time this year in service of others.  
 
In this rapidly changing world, the traditions and values of the RCMP are more critical than ever.  As 
we focus on the safety of Canadians, we do so ensuring that we treat all with respect and dignity.  I am 
committed to implementing the RCMP’s Vision 150, which focuses on our people, our culture, our 
stewardship and our policing services.   
 
I look forward to meeting many of you at “K” Division and Veterans’ events as I settle into my new 
role.  
 
Happy holidays and all the best for the New Year.  
 
See you soon.  
 

Curtis Zablocki  
Deputy Commissioner 
Commanding Officer “K” Division 
 
K Div. finds efficiencies for frontline officers through new call management initiative 
 
On November 13, 2018, Acting A/ Commr. John Ferguson gave Justice Minister Kathleen Ganley a tour 
of Alberta RCMP’s new Police Reporting and Occurrence System (PROS) Data Centre.  The PROS Data 
Centre consists of a specialized team designed to input data from front line members’ investigations 
into the PROS record management system. 
 
“As a member on the frontlines, the PROS Data Centre helps me better respond to my community’s 
needs. I can spend more time listening to local concerns and conducting self-generated investigations,” 
said Cst. Lindon Green, Morinville Detachment.  
 
The Division’s new Call Back Unit (CBU) and PROS Data Centre are key elements of “K” Division’s Call 
Management Initiative. The CBU process diverts non-emergency calls for service that are neither time 
sensitive, nor pose a threat to public safety, to the CBU instead of frontline members. If further 
investigation is required on the ground, the police file will be transferred back to the frontline member 
for a follow-up. As always, the Alberta RCMP will continue to immediately respond to emergency calls 
with the highest priority.  

 
Since its inception in February, the Call Management Initiatives are seeing positive results:  
• The CBU diverted and answered 3,853 calls for service which would have previously been 

dispatched directly to RCMP frontline members.  
• These calls realized a savings of 9,390 hours representing nine General Duty Constable’s workload 

in one year.  
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• The PROS Data Centre Pilot Project has reduced data entry for participating RCMP frontline 
members from approximately 30 minutes to 3 minutes and 30 seconds, not including travel time.  

• Based on 868 police files entered since the pilot program launched in June, the PROS Data Centre 
has saved 375 hours of data entry time for RCMP frontline members, not including travel time.  

Our Call Management Initiatives showcase “K” Division’s commitment to modernize in every area and 
place more officers where they belong. Our members joined the RCMP to keep Canadians safe. Thanks 
to this initiative, they can focus on exactly that.  
 
Call for nominations: Alberta Emergency Services Medal  

 
In the RCMP, we are fortunate to connect with our veterans on a regular 
basis and find inspiration through their stories of their time in the force. 
The sacrifices of our veterans will always leave an enduring legacy in our 
policing mandate.  I am pleased to share a new opportunity that 
recognizes Veterans for their comradery and bravery garnered from 
decades of service in Alberta.  
 
For the first time ever, the Alberta Emergency Services Medal 
(AESM) is now open for nominations to all eligible veterans.  The AESM is 
the only provincial medal in Canada that 
recognizes emergency service responders in 
Alberta for their collective time in emergency 
response disciplines within the province.   
 
Nomination for a candidate for the AESM and 

service bars must be based on a total of twelve years of service for the 
medal, and twenty-two, thirty-two or forty years of service for service bars 
with one or more municipal, provincial or federal emergency services in 
Alberta.  
 
For the full list of qualifying service and information for nominations, please 
visit: http://www.ofc.alberta.ca/alberta-emergency-services-medal 

 
 

Executive Meeting Minutes 
 

Edmonton RCMP Veterans’ Executive Meeting Minutes November 22/2018, Woodvale 
Community Centre, Edmonton 

Meeting called to order:  10:00 am 
 
Members Present:  

Jerry Plastow, Barry Callbeck,  Kees Kikkert, Nick Taylor,  Roger Goulet,  Tom Dunlop, Tom 
Burkett ,Denise Burkett, Neal Stanley, Elaine Schnepf,  Jim Medley, Joe Collinson, Bob Bacchus, 
Bob Stewart, Eric Lafoy, S/M Leilani Collins. 

Unable to Attend:    Malcolm Mitchell, Bruce Allen, Linda Plomp, Randy Montgomery. 
 

 
SSM Charles “Shiny” Wilson 
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Barry Callbeck, Secretary:   
• Moved that minutes from October 25 be adopted as published, seconded  Kees Kikkert,  

carried. 
 
Gerald Plastow,  President: 

• Jerry suggested a letter of thanks be sent to HMCS NONSUCH for the November 11 reception.  
The possibility of a monetary donation to be looked at for next year, which Jerry will follow up 
on. 

• More items are needed for the Christmas Dinner Silent Auction.  Need ideas as to what items 
we could have that would generate a larger participation. 

• Jerry has received positive comments on our Newsletter from several associations, thanks to 
Bob Stewart for a job well done. 

• Jerry has contacted Barrhead, Mayerthorpe, and Grande Prairie Detachments for input on 
needs for a Christmas Hamper in their areas. 

• Last year there were 30 Christmas cards sent to 
Detachments, the same amount will be sent this year. 
 

Jim Medley, Chair of Canteen Committee; 
• Jim reported that the Gift Shop is doing very well, so 

much so that Kim is in on weekends in order to keep 
up with paperwork. 

• Items were sent to Leduc VSU (Victim Services Unit) 
for sale which did very well.  The gift shop went 50/50 
profit sharing with the Leduc VSU. 
 

Elaine Schnepf, Boost Co-ordinator; 
• Elaine has been busy with very positive feedback 

from the Appreciation Dinner. 
• Elaine has sent out 20 cards since for individuals as 

well as 28 for  hospital, surgery and other illnesses, 
many with Tim Cards attached. 

 
Kees Kikkert, Past President: 

• Kees was tasked with interviewing an individual 
(earlier identified to Edmonton RCMP Veterans as a 
homeless RCMP Veteran) that has asked for assistance 
with rent and other issues.  Kees is following up 
looking for more info prior to a decision being made. 

 
Tom Burkett: 

• New applications were received from -  Leilani 
Collins (associate), Ward Hoffman, (active), 
Stephane Groulx (associate), David Ross 
(associate), Marianne Ryan (active), Marvin 
Toma (active), Bernice Toma (associate).  

 

A   minister decided to do 
something a little different 
one Sunday morning 
service. He  said, "Today, in 
church, I am going to say a 
single word and you are going 
to help me preach.  Whatever 
single word I say, I want you to 
sing whatever hymn 
that  comes  to  your mind." 
 
The pastor shouted out  "CROSS." 
 
Immediately the congregation 
started singing in unison, "THE 
OLD RUGGED  CROSS." 
  
The pastor hollered 
out  "GRACE." 
 
The congregation began to sing 
"AMAZING GRACE, how sweet 
the sound."  
 
The pastor said, "POWER." 
 
The congregation sang "THERE IS 
POWER IN THE BLOOD." 
 
The Pastor said "SEX". 
 
The congregation fell into total 
silence. Everyone was in 
shock.  They All nervously began 
to look around at each other, 
afraid to say  anything. 
 
 Then all of a sudden, way from 
in the back of the church, a 
little  old 75-year-old 
man  stood up and began to sing 
"PRECIOUS   MEMORIES". 
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Nick Taylor: 
• Nick a few people for clean-up for Dec. 12 at Valor Place. 

 
Neal Stanley, Director: 

• Neal thanked everyone for a good turnout on November 11. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Tom Dunlop, Director: 

• Tom is still chasing Covenant Health for info on parking passes.  
 

S/M Leilani Collins: 
• A Change of Command Ceremony date has been established.  Leilani will forward more info as 

she receives it. 
• Leilani and Jerry have calendars on the Musical Ride for 2019.  Kees is on the committee in 

Stony Plain and will forward information as time progresses. 
• Leilani briefly spoke on the Pillars of the Force, which has been sent out and the cost of a 

plaque to be placed at the site. 
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Roger Goulet: 
• Roger will require help in setting up the Silent Auction items for the Christmas Dinner. 

 
Eric Lafoy, Director: 

• Eric will be asking the Executive of the Fallen Four Memorial in Mayerthorpe if a couple of 
our executive can attend their January meeting.  As everything is volunteer and nowhere to 
have a permanent manned display set up, they cannot sell many of their items.  They asked us 
as fund raisers for the area.  Currently the monument is in need of $25000.00 for repairs.  

 

 
 

Bob Stewart: 
Bob presented a student bursary idea to the executive.  This educational plan is intended to engage 
the children of any and all Alberta RCMP employees.  They would be asked to craft and submit a 
monthly “contiguous story” to run in our newsletter each month throughout the publishing year.   

 
The theory behind this plan is to generate an educational interest activity with serving employees 
and The Edmonton RCMP Veterans, using their monthly newsletter as a platform to present the 
child’s product.  The story is to be written entirely by the child, using their own interpretive, 
grammatical and research skills.   
 
Their creations shall not contain “cut and pasted” segments from other authors, or copied products 
from an internet bite source or other electronic source.  Each months submission is to be 
accompanied with a complete bibliography, indicating the specific reference citations that a judging 
team may review to qualify the submitted works.  Plagiarized passages would disqualify an entry. 
 
The story is to be constrained to; “any time within the Force’s history in Alberta.”  The final 
qualifying requirement; the winner shall read their complete story aloud at the November general 
meeting of the Veterans Association.  A journalistic award certificate and a monetary prize would 
be presented to the winner following the reading. 
 
As this is an initial draft idea requiring a monetary commitment each year, a committee consisting 
of Bob Stewart, Nick Taylor, Eric Lafoy, Leilani Collins and Jerry Plastow was set to look into the 
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how to set and define the ground rules for this project.  Suggested initial award amount is $500 for 
the first year.  Depending on the response, that may be increased to $1,000 for subsequent years.  
Leilani indicated she would prefer that the Commanding Officer provide his approval for this type 
of project.   

 
Meeting Adjourned at  11:40 AM 
 

Next Executive meeting: Thursday January 24, 2019 @ Woodvale Community Facility 
 
 
 

 
 

The Edmonton RCMP Veterans are firm in their commitment to our 
community and stand ready to assist. 

 
 
 

General Meeting Minutes 
 

Minutes, General Meeting, November 27th, 2018 – 8:00 pm 
Woodvale Community Centre, 4540-50 St., Edmonton, Ab 

 
Acting Secretary Kees Kikkert 

Motion to accept the minutes from the October 30th, 2018 General Meeting as published in the 
November Newsletter.  Seconded:  Joe Collinson, Carried 
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Tom Burkett, Manny Langman & Jerry Plastow 

President Jerry Plastow 
Jerry presented and overview of how things are going within the Edmonton RCMPVA, highlights 
as follows:   

• In accepting the lead of the National Office, our Executive Positions are now for three 
(3) years.  At the November 2019 General Meeting we will have an election for the 
Executive positions of President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer. 

• The Donation Committee has established guidelines ensuring donations are for police 
related activities only.   

• Over the last eight (8) years we have worked with various RCMP detachments to provide 
Christmas hampers to needy families and we will be doing so again this year.   

• The Edmonton Vets newsletter has been receiving many positive reviews from other 
Veteran Divisions.  Bob Stewart is doing an excellent job editing, promoting and 
illustrating our members’ involvement in this division. 

• Jerry also updated everyone on the Valour Place supper.  We will, for the first time, be 
providing a full supper to the occupants of Valour Place on Wed, Dec. 12, 2018.   If it 
turns out to be successful, we will look at doing more in the future and may then require 
more volunteers.   

 
Membership Chair Tom Burkett 

Tom read out the names of new Membership 
applications. 
 

Presentations:  
Tom, along with President Jerry presented Tony 
Taylor with is 5, 10 and 15-year Service Bars; Kees 
Kikkert with his 15 year Service Bar and;  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Manny Langman with his 40 year Service Bar. 
 
 

 
Tom Burkett, Tony Taylor & Jerry Plastow 

 
Tom Beckett, Kees Kikkert & Jerry Plastow 

A woman Asks her husband; 
“What do you like about me  

the most?  My beautiful face or my 
sexy body?” 

The husband gives her a long, 
appreciating look. 

“Your sense of humour.” 
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Unable to attend but sent out by mail; 

Daun James MILLER.  15 year service bar,  Mundare, AB. 
Greg HAFFNER, 20 year service bar, Opal, AB. 
Earl NOBBS, 20 year service bar.  Queensland, Australia 

 
Boost Co-ordinator Elaine Schnepf 

Elaine advised that so far this year she has sent out 48 BOOST cards to our 
Division members.  Some home visits have also been made.  Many cards of 
thanks and verbal statements of appreciation have been received, indicating 
this program is very much welcomed by our Division.   

 
 
Treasurer Linda Plomp 

Linda presented the health financial situation our Association presently 
finds itself.  She advised our Savings Account is at $25,913.48 largely 
due to the Gift Shop.  
 
She indicated our GIC’s were as follows:   

• $48,148.32 – Gift Shop, protection in event of closure;  
• $10,385.01 – Wall of Honour Expenses;  
• $20,935.30 – Association, protection in event of closure and  
• $40,014.49 – Savings for future AGM 2024;  

 Total GIC’s - $119,478.12 
 

Linda also advised our Total Donations 2018 to date is $7,000 to the following 
organizations:   

• Valour Place,  
• Kare Project,  
• APGA Tournament,  
• RCMP Pipe Band,  

• Ride for Dad,  
• Leduc Victim Services,  
• Courageous Companions and  
• Festival of Trees.   

 
Gift Shop Chair Jim Medley 

Jim advised the Gift Shop (formerly known as “the Canteen”) is doing 
very well this year having turned over $25,000.00 to the Association for 
the first 3 quarters of this year (2018) with the last quarter outstanding.   

 
 
Vice President Bruce Allen 
 
Bruce motioned that the 2019 Budget as published in the November 2019 
Newsletter be accepted, Seconded by Joe Collinson, Carried. 
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The Ugly Christmas Sweater contest was held, and the Judges chose Kees Kikkert for First Prize 
(probably the most but ugly sweater anyone could possible wear).  Many of the others were also 
presented prizes for their inspired Christmas Sweater looks. 
 

 
 

Jerry thanked all for attending and a reminder about the Christmas Dinner & Dance c/w a silent auction 
on Monday, 10th Dec. and our next General Meeting is on Tuesday, January 29th, 2019. 
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SOSI 
 

The Support for Operational Stress Injury program (SOSI) is growing!  Little by little and with the 
standard "no money, no people" issue, K Division coordinator Glen Haner has enlisted the help of 
another Calgary Vet Tom Christie as a volunteer.  He availed himself of SOSI training in late October 
and is eager to help.  You can contact Glen at 403-699-2421 or by email	glen.haner@rcmp-grc.gc.ca	or 
Tom at 403-605-3801, email	tom.christie@rcmp-grc.gc.ca	.  We're here to help! 

 
 

Taken from the RCMP Website – dated 2018-09-07 
The Support for Operational Stress Injury (SOSI) Program connects both current employees and 
former RCMP members with a peer support network - a supportive community of people who 
have experienced an operational stress injury and can: 

• meet with you one-on-one 
• provide helpful resources and information 
• help you connect with others who are in similar situations 
• facilitate group discussions 

You are in control of how fast or slow you go from here and how much support you want. Your 
conversations are kept confidential, respectful, and non-judgmental at all times. 
Call the Employee Assistance Service to ask to be put in touch with a SOSI coordinator (1-800-
268-7708 or 1-800-567-5803 for persons with a hearing impairment). 

NOTE: *Civilian Members have access to these services when their psychological health problem is work 
related 

 

The Royal Canadian Legion 
 
 
Gerry’s presentation was very well received by everyone.  In last 
month’s newsletter his contact details were not inset.  Here are 
Gerry’s contact details.   
 

10720A 101 Street NW 
Edmonton, AB T5H 2S3 

Phone: 780-448-4982 
Fax: 780-448-4993 

g.finlay@abnwtlegion.com 

 
If anyone wants to hear his presentation again, it was recorded in 
audio only.  Contact VetsNews@shaw.ca 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Gerry Finlay 
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Alberta History Bites 
 

 

 

Instead of calling it 
the John, I’m going 
to start calling my 

bathroom the “Jim”.  
That way I can say I 
go to the Jim every 

morning! 
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3 drunk guys entered a taxi.  
The taxi driver knew that 

they were drunk so he 
started the engine & turned 
it off again.  Then said, “We 

have reached your 
destination”.  The 1st guy 

gave him money & the 2nd 
guy said, “Thank you”.  The 
3rd guy slapped the driver.  

The driver was shocked 
thinking the 3rd drunk knew 

what he did.  But then he 
asked, “What was that for?”.  
The 3rd guy replied, “Control 
your speed next time, you 

nearly killed us!” 

A police officer stops a man for 
speeding, and asks him very nicely if he 
could see his license.  Huffily, he 
replied, “I wish you guys would make 
up your mind.  Just yesterday you take 
away my license and then today you 
expect me to show it to you!” 
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No 7 Provo Coy, 1941 Camp Borden 

 
Many RCMP members joined the war effort as Military Police. 

 

I’ve noticed the 
squirrels are 

beginning to gather 
nuts for the winter… 

A couple of my 
friends are missing.  

Are you in a safe 
place? 
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Mentoring Strategy 
 
“Show me a successful individual and I’ll show you someone who 

had real positive influences in his or her life!” 
 

Our mentoring strategy is to help younger members along their professional journey.  We will get to 
know each other and help further develop your current career aspirations, or we can just be there for 
you as a sounding board.  The effort is to freely give our experiences to young members who are trying 
to navigate their job into a respectful career without prescribing solutions or career routes.  Our aim is 
to provide advice and support that empowers a member to explore, establish and pursue goals with 
confidence. 
 

Contact a Veteran.  You’ll be glad you did! 
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Rumblings from the tummy 
 
 
With everyone rushing around at this time of year, with little time for 
anyone or anything, I thought it best to go to a favorite comfort food, 
Goulash!  This stick to your ribs meal works for many levels of perceived 
stress relief.  It does take a commitment to prepare, but most of the time 
to achieve the end result is slow cooking time, where you build all those 
wonderful flavour profiles.  A bowl full 
of this and all is relieved. 
 
The best recipe I’ve found is by 
Campbell’s Soup.  Just fallow this link to 
see this recipe and others on line.  You 

cannot go wrong with a Campbell’s Soup recipe!   
https://www.cookwithcampbells.ca/recipe/beef-goulash/ 
 
For those of you who don’t have internet access, here are the ingredients: 
 
1 tbsp (15 mL) butter 
1 tbsp (15 mL) olive oil 
2 lb (908 g) beef chuck, well-trimmed, cut into 1-
inch cubes 
1 tsp (5 mL) salt 
1 tsp (5 mL) freshly ground  black pepper 
2 large  yellow onion, chopped 
1 tbsp (15 mL) smoked  paprika 

2 tbsp (30 mL) all-purpose flour 
1 can diced tomatoes 
2 bay leaf 
1 carton (900 mL)  CAMPBELL’S® Ready to Use Beef 
Broth 
2 large  carrot, chopped 
4 beet, peeled and chopped 
Sour cream and chopped chives (if desired) 

  

1. Preheat oven to 350°F (180°C).  
2. In a large non-stick skillet or Dutch oven, heat the butter and oil and brown the beef in batches, 

seasoning with salt and pepper. Transfer to a bowl. Cook onions in same pan until tender.  
3. Stir in paprika, flour, tomatoes and broth. Return beef back to pan and bring to a boil. Cover and 

transfer to the oven for 2 hours.  
4. Stir in carrots and beets and cook for one hour more or until beef and vegetables are very tender.  
5. Garnish with a dollop of sour cream and a sprinkle of fresh chives and serve on its own, or over cooked 

egg noodles, rice or grains. 
 

 
Caroline Smith 

According to the Alaska Department of Fish & Game, while both female and male reindeer grow 
antlers in the summer each year, male reindeer drop their antlers at the beginning of winter, 
usually late November or December.  Female reindeer, however, retain their antlers until after 

they give birth in the spring.  Therefore, according to every historical rendition depicting 
Santa’s reindeer, every single one of them, from Rudolf to Blitzen…….had to be female.  We 

should have known this…….Only women would be able to drag a fat man in a red velvet suit all 
around the world in one night, and not get lost! 
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Depression 
 

Most of us will feel sad from time to time, for a variety of reasons.  Whether something stressful is 
happening in our lives, or we experience a loss, sadness can be a normal emotion. 
 
If someone is experiencing sadness most days, for longer than two weeks, they may be experiencing 
depression.  There are many possible causes, including genetics, psychological or emotional 
vulnerability, biological factors, and major life stressors including other health issues. 
 
People may experience depression differently.  Most people with depression will have difficulties at 
work, or in their relationships.  Other symptoms of depression include changes in appetite and weight, 
changes in sleep, loss of interest in activities, withdrawing from family or friends, troubles 
concentrating or remembering, feeling useless, hopeless, guilty, or pessimistic, and thinking about 
suicide. 
 
Some people experiencing depression use alcohol or drugs to manage their symptoms.  This may 
provide some temporary relief, but it can mask, and sometimes worsen symptoms of depression.  It’s 
important to consider how alcohol and drugs may be impacting both your physical, and mental health.  
A trusted health professional can help you explore a variety of options for managing your depression. 
 
Depression is a real illness.  It is a common condition, and it is treatable.  Working together with a 
therapist, you may use Cognitive Behavioural Therapy to create a plan for helpful activities, and look at 
different ways of thinking.  You’ll talk about how to maintain gains, and use your new skills for relapse 
prevention.  Medication may also be a useful, and can be prescribed by your Family Doctor, or a 
Psychiatrist.  If you, or someone you care about is experiencing symptoms of depression, please 
consider connecting with any of the resources below: 
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24-hour crisis support, counselling and referral services to Edmonton and surrounding areas 
 

Crisis response, either phone or mobile, and short term clinic, community, or home based stabilization 
services. 

 
 

Counselling and referral services available to Veterans, former RCMP Members, and their families. 
 
 

Depression is a condition that can be related to RCMP service, as an Operational Stress Injury.  Through 
Veterans Affairs Canada (VAC), retired RCMP Members can apply for recognition of physical and 
mental health conditions that are a result of their service, which could mean ongoing support for 
treatment.   
 

For more information, visit www.veterans.gc.ca and search “RCMP” or,  
contact VAC, toll free, at 1-866-522-2122. 

 
 
(AFRRCS) Alberta First Responder Radio Comm’s System 
 

UPDATE 
 

In July 2016, the RCMP (K Division) signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) with the Government of Alberta (GOA) to 
obtain new and secure radio services using the AFRRCS.  Today the 
agreement is in place and will remain so until 2032.  AFRRCS is a 
new two-way radio network for all Alberta’s first responders 
including Municipal, Provincial and First Nations agencies.  The 
Government of Alberta is responsible for the networks 
construction, operation and maintenance.  K Division employees 
are currently in the process of migrating from the dated (RCMP 
owned and operated) Province of Alberta Communications System 
(PACS) over to the AFRRCS.  It is anticipated that the migration 
project will be completed by December 2019. 
 
K Division Informatics, in conjunction with the RCMP’s National 
Radio Service (NRS) Ottawa, have been working on the technical development for the RCMP’s 
migration project since the MOU was signed in July of 2016.  This remains a major undertaking for the 
technical staff within the Division.  The AFRRCS is a Harris P25 “digital trunking radio system” using the 
700Mhz and VHF radio frequency bands.  The RCMP’s PACS is an “analog VHF radio system.”  The 
RCMP’s AFRRCS Project team was required to learn the new technology.  Then develop a workable 

 
Brenda Bond 
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migration strategy to meet the needs of all the RCMP’s operational groups as well as the Operational 
Communication Centers (OCC’s, dispatchers). 
 
A P25 radio trunking system works intelligently (similar to your cell phones ability to roam freely, the 
new service automatically connects the member to the next available tower in the system).  Regular 
Members (RM) no longer need to manually switch their new radio’s to the next closest tower to their 
geographical location.  The “radio fleet map” is the set of Talk Groups available to the RM for use.   
 
Each detachment uses a Talk Group within their detachment area and beyond. (There are some 
geographical limitations to where a Talk Group can be accessed, but it‘s general reach very broad.)  
Essentially, once a radio is on a specific Talk Group, the Portable or Mobile radio can roam within the 
system all the time remaining in contact with his peers.  The RCMP in Alberta has a significant number 
of Talk Groups available to them.  These Groups are used for a variety of functions by a variety of 
operational teams. 
 
The project requirements for the Regular Member (RM) component of the deployment included 
developing an appropriate fleet map (Radio Map), radio code plug (programming within the radio), 
training plan and deployment logistics.  Every RM and operational administrative staff are required to 
attend a 3 hour RCMP AFRRCS Training Session.  This ensures that all personnel operating the system 
will have the knowledge to effectively communicate. 
 
The project requirements for the OCC’s (dispatchers) included the development of the infrastructure to 
enable connection to the AFRRCS Core.  This included, the new radio dispatch console selection 
(dispatch desk), installation and configuration; the development of a dispatcher training plan and its 
deployment logistics.  
 
A key component to the project was the development of an encryption strategy for the Division.  In 
order to achieve this, the radio technicians researched industry standards and other Division 
Strategies.  Our radio encryption strategy now means that all RCMP radio communications going 
forward onto the AFRRCS will be secure.  This requires vigilance by all RCMP employees to ensure that 
this security is maintained.  RCMP communications will no longer be available to individuals using 
scanners to listen in on operational communications enhancing the safety of our members. 
 
The RCMP is scheduled to have a total of 31 detachments migrated over to the AFRRCS prior to 
Christmas 2018.  To date much of the feedback from the membership has been positive with a few 
geographical areas with coverage concerns.  For these areas, a variety of solutions are being explored. 
 
This project has been a great success to date only made possible by the incredible RCMP AFRRCS 
Project Team!!  

 
 

Membership Dues 
 

Membership Dues remain today at $50.00 annually. To pay your dues, you may do one of the following;  
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1. Create a personalized cheque or money order payable to the Edmonton RCMP Veterans’ 
Association and mail it to; Tom BURKETT, 77 Foxboro Link, Sherwood Park, Alberta, T8A 6N9 or  

2. Internet banking via email address to dues@edmrcmpvets.ca The security question is as follows: 
Where is K Division? The appropriate answer is: Alberta.  

If you are a new member and you use E transfer, please email your application to Tom BURKETT 
viflyguy@shaw.ca If you have questions about dues, call Tom at (587) 269-4550.  

Notice 
 

Your responsibility, is to pay your membership dues before the end of January. If your 
regimental/employee number appears below, your annual membership dues have not been 
received. Please review the list below to ensure you are NOT on the list of defaulters. 

 

When you make a commitment, you build hope.  

When you keep it, you build trust! 

At the end of each year, the Treasury Board provides the Association with information on the pension indexing 
increase that is effective on January 1st. 

The pension indexation rate effective January 1, 2019, is 2.2%. 
 
 
 

On the Menu - - Christmas Dinner - - 2018-12-10 

 
  Roast Craved Turkey with Gravy, Honey Mustard Glazed Ham, Cabbage Rolls,   

Perogies, Mashed Potatoes, Garden Fresh Vegetables, Various Salads, Assorted 
Pickles, Raw Vegetable Tray with Dip, Buns, Various Pastries/ Cheese cake for 

Dessert, Fresh Fruit, Dinner Buns, Coffee/ Tea. 
 
 

 
EDMONTON RCMP VETERANS’ ASSOCIATION 

CHRISTMAS DINNER, SILENT AUCTION, AND DANCE 
 

MONDAY, DEC. 10, 2018 
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WOODVALE COMMUNITY FACILITY 
4540 -  50 STREET, EDMONTON, AB. 

 

 
WE WILL BE MAKING USE OF THE FULL BALLROOM (LOTS OF ROOM) 

COST:   $50.00 PER PERSON 
BUFFET SUPPER: 

 
MEET AND GREET:  5:30 PM  SUPPER:  6:30 PM 

SILENT AUCTION COMMENCES AT 5:30 PM. 

TO REGISTER PLEASE CONTACT:   MALCOM MITCHELL @ 
malcomm3@hotmail.com 

BY TUESDAY DEC. 4TH, 2018 
PLEASE ADVISE MALCOLM HOW MANY WILL BE IN YOUR GROUP FOR SEATING 
ARRANGEMENTS AND ANY FOOD ALLERGIES OR SPECIAL DIET REQUIREMENTS 

 
TO DONATE AN ITEM FOR THE SILENT AUCTION,  

PLEASE CONTACT JERRY PLASTOW 
@ jplastow@shaw.ca   OR PHONE   780-460-8661 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Support your friends.  Listen to their ideas.  Go to their events.  
Celebrate in their victories and remind them of their importance 

after their failures.   
A little support can go a long way in someone’s life. 
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Mark your 2018 calendar: 
 

A lot of people understand the RCMP 
Veterans’ Association is for Regular 
Members alone.  Untrue!  We are 
open to all RCMP employees 
currently serving, retired and 
widows; RM, PS, CM and the like.  
If you are not a member of the Edmonton 
Veterans’ Association, you may attend a 

general dinner meeting as a member’s guest without becoming a member. Or, if you are not a member and 
are currently employed, you may join as an Associate Member at no cost and enjoy the mission.  It’s up to you 
to take that first step into a larger family of friends.  Try us out.  You may enjoy the experience. 
 
 

Gift Shop Website Menu 
 
The RCMP Gift Shop “main menu” should be explored!  There are several links in our menu to other websites 
that will be of great assistance or information to you.  If you have come across a website that you feel is one 
that would benefit everyone, please notify me at VetsNews@Shaw.ca with the relevant information about the 
website and why you feel it would help others as a new resource to them.   
 
 
 

Public Service Health Care Plan – October 2018 

emergency while travelling  

As a PSHCP member with Supplementary coverage, you and each of your eligible dependants have 
automatic coverage under 
the out-of-province benefit, for up to $500,000 (cad) for medical expenses incurred due to an 
emergency, for up to 40 days after departure from your province of residence. these benefits are 
administered by Allianz, who provides a 24-hour helpline for medical, legal or other travel-related 
emergency assistance.  

if a medical incident occurs while you are travelling, you or someone on your behalf must contact 
Allianz as soon as possible. Allianz will help you throughout your emergency and, if required, will retain 
services to transport you to the nearest suitable medical facility. Whenever possible, Allianz will also 
arrange for direct payments for emergency-related medical expenses on your behalf to medical and 
hospital providers.  

Whenever you or your covered dependants travel, remember to take along your PSHCP benefit card. 
the PSHCP benefit card lists your plan certificate number and Allianz’s Worldwide Care Helpline 
telephone numbers.  

2018 Executive Meeting 
Schedule 

2018 Dinner Meeting 
Schedule 

   Dec 10 
2019 Schedule 

Jan 24 Feb 21 Jan 29 Feb 26 
Mar 21 Apr 25 Mar 26 Apr 30 
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Mesa RCMP Golf Tourney and dinner. 
 

 
 

Hello all.  Planning is underway to ensure that the 2019 golf and dinner is at least as well attended as 
last year but the goal is to ADD both golfers and dinner guests this year and I need YOUR help to do 
that. 
 
First of all -  save the date so you know where you are going to be on February 17th ! 
 
Second  -  look at the recipients of this email and see who is missing , maybe some retired members 
who are visiting or have just moved here,  and then let me know so I can reach out to them to ensure 
their attendance.   
 
Third  -  if you know someone that can donate a prize or sponsor a hole please let me know so we can 
pursue that opportunity. 
 
Fourth  -  prepare to have fun , relax and enjoy the company of friends 
  
It is important to note that the venue for this year’s golf and dinner is:  
  

PAINTED MOUNTAIN GOLF COURSE  -  6210 E. McKellips Road, Mesa  85215 
  
More details such as entry fees and costs of dinner attendance to follow in early January and 
registrations will be asked for at that time.  
  
In the meantime if you have any questions, any suggestions on how to make the event more special, 
have some leads on prize donations, feel free to contact me at any time. 
  
Dan Popowich 
Cell:  778-908-7695 
Residence:  480-264-5536 
Mesa, AZ 
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(Photo by: Linda Plomp) 

 
A wise person once said… 
 

Always pray to have eyes that see the best, a heart that 
forgives the worst, a mind that forgets the bad,  

and a soul that never loses faith. 
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Contact 
If you wish to contact a member of the Edmonton Veterans’ Association, 
you can do so by sending an email to: President@edmrcmpvets.ca 
 
If you wish to contact the editor of the newsletter, to pass on information of any 
kind for inclusion in the newsletter, you can email the editor at: 
VetsNews@shaw.ca.  
 
Important Notice:  We are always trying to reduce the cost of 
providing this newsletter to our members.  If you are the recipient of a printed copy of 
this newsletter and do have access to an internet capable computer, please let the 

Edmonton RCMP Veterans’ Association know ASAP either by telephone or email.  It’s up to you. 

                                    Cheers from the editor!  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
Editor: Rob Stewart 

 
“Meet the Dyck Insurance team, offering discounted Insurance rates for RCMP Vets. Call them at 

1.800.665.6152 (www.dyckinsurance.ca) to answer your insurance needs”. 
 


